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Актуальність: Ефективність медичної допомоги у великих мірі визначається якістю контакту між лікарем та пацієнтом. Володіння комунікативними навичками та знання дієвих засобів медичного спілкування дозволяє лікарю будь-якої спеціальності більш ефективно вирішувати складні завдання, які виникають в лікувально-діагностичному процесі.

Методи: Даний огляд базується на матеріалах статей про рекомендації доказової медицини стосовно спілкування лікарів та пацієнтів в онкологічних, акушерських і гінекологічних та педіатричних клініках.

Результати: В результаті ми очікуємо, що цей огляд сприятиме поширенню знань про методи доказової медицини для покращення спілкування в акушерстві-гінекології, педіатрії та онкології.

Висновки: Здатність лікарів до ефективної комунікації є ключем до успішних відносин між пацієнтом і лікарем. Сучасний стан системи охорони здоров'я вимагає збільшення клінічної продуктивності та меншого часу для кожного пацієнта, що може перешкоджати якісному спілкуванню між пацієнтом і лікарем. Використання пацієнтовенерованого підходу, емпатії, спільного прийняття рішень покращує зв'язок між пацієнтом і лікарем, ефективність терапії та збільшує прихильність до призначеного лікування у клініці онкології, акушерства-гінекології та педіатрії.

Background

The quality and effectiveness of health care is largely determined by the quality of contact between doctor and patient. Possessing communicative skills and knowledge of effective means of medical communication allows a doctor of any specialty to solve more effectively complex tasks that arise in the medical-diagnostic process.

The review will provide recommendations for evidence-based medicine on communication between a doctor and patient in a clinic of oncology, obstetrics, gynecology and pediatrics, since communicating with these contingent patients is a challenging task and requires considerable attention and communicative competence of doctors.

Oncology

Communication between clinicians and patients is a multidimensional concept and involves the content of dialogue, the affective component (i.e., what happens emotionally to the physician and patient during the encounter), and nonverbal behaviors.

In oncology, communication skills are a key to achieving the important goals of the clinical encounter. These goals include the following [1]:
Establishing trust and rapport. 
Gathering information from the patient and the patient’s family.
Giving bad news and other information about the illness.
Addressing patient emotions.
Eliciting concerns.

Cancer patients, either in treatment or survivors, compose a vulnerable population with increased information needs. [2, 3] They depend heavily on their clinicians in regard to coping with physical, emotional, and social burdens, which affect their quality of life. [4]

Cancer patients typically have a long period where they are under treatment and control, and consequently the care involves a number of different clinicians and institutions (specialist hospital, general hospital, GP, etc). This poses another challenge to the communication with cancer patients, as they meet new clinicians numerous times. Although clinicians have reported communication to be a challenging task, it is the foundation of caring for cancer patients. [5]

Effective communication skills enable physicians to improve patients' understanding of their illnesses, improve patient adherence to treatment regimens, use time efficiently, avoid burnout, and increase professional fulfillment. [6]

Evidence-based recommendations on the patient-oncologist relationships: [7, 8]

1. Use patient-centred interview approach. The definition of patient centered communication was a communication style in which the patient’s perspective is the foundation for the dialogue, and social, psychological, and emotional aspects are acknowledged as equally important as somatic aspects. It is communication that invites and encourages the patient to participate and negotiate in decision-making regarding own care. [8, 9, 10]

2. Ask patients what level of involvement they want in medical decision-making. This can be done with a couple of questions: “Are you the kind of person who wants to hear all the information, both good and bad, about this illness? People vary in how they want to make medical decisions. Some people want to make the decisions themselves, some people want to share decision making with the doctor, and some people want the doctor to make the decisions. Where do you stand?” [6]

3. Develop a caring attitude toward the adjustment patients must make to living with cancer. Offer information about quality-of-life issues as well as anticancer therapy.

4. Ask patients what types of information and level of detail they wish to have.

Describe treatment options and confirm understanding. Most patients say that they want all available information, and many clinicians say that they observe patients becoming overwhelmed during the course of a visit about treatment options. It is useful to give information in small chunks (a useful rule of thumb is to give no more than three pieces of information at a time) and check patient understanding: “Are you following me?” or “Did that make sense to you?” This allows the physician to titrate the amount of information that can be covered in a particular visit. Confirming understanding can also enable the physician to correct misperceptions or inaccuracies. Since emotions can shape perceptions and decision making, it is useful to respond empathetically to the patient’s emotions: “It sounds like this information is different from what you expected, and I think it would be upsetting for anyone.”

1. Reinforce accurate understanding: “I agree that Option 1 would be the roughest in terms of side effects.” If necessary, add further information as relevant to ensure that patient’s thinking is medically accurate and expectations are reasonable. [6]

2. In transitions to hospice care, avoid using phrases such as “there is nothing more that can be done”

3. The skills required for a clinician to deal effectively with patient emotions, especially distress, involve detecting and identifying patient emotion, responding to the emotion with
empathy, and in some cases, further medical assessment or intervention for distress or mood disorders.

**Obstetrics and gynecology**

Effective communication and strong patient–physician relationships, while central to all fields of medicine, are of particular importance in obstetrics and gynecology given the sensitive and intimate nature of commonly addressed clinical concerns. While some women feel comfortable discussing the menstrual cycle, genital concerns, contraception, sexuality, or abuse, others may find discussions on these topics inappropriate or embarrassing. Therefore, an obstetrician-gynecologist must establish a comfortable environment and welcoming interviewing technique to facilitate the care of their patients.

Ideally, a gynecologic history should be obtained in a relaxed, private setting with a patient fully clothed. Under usual circumstances, the interview should occur alone. However, patients may request the presence of parent, spouse or loved one for the interview. This accommodation should be made after verifying that she is comfortable addressing personal questions with an observer in the room. Otherwise, a loved one may be present for part of the interview and, subsequently, a provider may request to speak with the patient alone for a brief period of time before the physical exam to address more personal questions or concerns.

During the interview, providers must continually assess the patient’s comfort level and make adjustments to their questioning and technique to facilitate the history. For example, a reserved patient who may be uncomfortable answering a direct question about sexual activity may respond to an open-ended question about contraception. Other topics in the gynecologic history, such as vulvar or vaginal symptoms, pelvic relaxation, and pregnancy history may also serve as transitions for exploring the sexual history further with patients. Occasionally, a complete gynecologic history will only be obtained over multiple visits, as some patients will provide more detailed information about their emotional, social, or sexual history only as they become more comfortable with their provider.

Additionally, remaining non-judgmental during the interview process is imperative; making assumptions regarding a patient’s sexual orientation or sexual activity represents unethical behavior that may have a substantial negative impact on outcomes (such as failing to perform sexually transmitted infection testing and missing the opportunity to diagnose HIV). Ultimately, providers must always remember the sensitive and intimate nature of the gynecologic history. Therefore, the adoption of a comfortable, patient, tolerant, and accommodating interview technique and style is particularly important. [11]

The obstetrician–gynecologist can take the following steps to improve communication:

- Use patient-centered interviewing and caring communication skills in daily practice.
- Encourage patients to write down their questions in preparation for appointments. A form for writing down questions can be given to patients on their arrival at the office. An organized list of questions can facilitate conversation on topics important to the patient.
- Advocate for sustainable practice models that increase the duration of visits to provide the opportunity to address multiple patient concerns. Increased time for visits is crucial in efforts to improve patient-centered interviewing, shared decision making, and improved patient–physician communication. [12, 13, 14]

Obstetricians are generally associated with caring for expectant parents who are looking forward to the birth of a healthy baby. However, they also have to report bad news. The sensitivity of how news was broken to parents was recalled as part of the overall memory of experience. Parents appreciated when clinicians spent time with them in an empathic way, clearly but with compassion.
They also want to get information as soon as possible, because keeping them from them creates a sense of mistrust and tension. Clinicians cannot change the news they must convey but they can change how it is communicated and how they express care. [15]

**Pediatric**

Effective communication between the physician and the child and / or her parents is an important milestone in the management of each pediatric pathology and can be much more complex than in the case of adult patients. According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, effective communication is a cornerstone of care, an answer to the needs of the patient and the dynamics of the family. [16]

In pediatrics, therapeutic interaction is characterized by increased complexity due to the inclusion of three subjects: a doctor, parents and a child. The relationship between the parent-child doctor consists of three elements: informativeness, that is, the quantity and quality of medical information provided by the pediatrician; interpersonal sensitivity, which refers to the doctor's attention and interest in the patient's feelings and cares; and the creation of a partnership is how the doctor invites parents to express their fears, perspectives and suggestions during the consultation. [17, 18, 19]

For pediatricians, communicative skills have their own peculiarities and include [20, 21]:

1. the ability to talk with parents of patients, as with equal partners;
2. the ability to communicate well with the child and her parents in order to understand their concerns, problems and beliefs, as well as the collection of relevant information. Communication for children should be age-appropriate and child-friendly. Use child-appropriate language, characters, stories and humour;
3. the ability to explain to the infant his illness and the need for treatment. The explanation should be clear, complete and easy for the child and her parents. The treatment options should be clearly and fully described so that they can make decisions about the treatment;
4. the ability to persuade parents to follow the treatment plan. This is especially important in long, complicated, painful or expensive procedures for the treatment of a child;
5. the ability to establish relationships with parents and their children, based on mutual respect and trust;
6. softskills, the ability to get in touch easily, to bring trust and comfort to communicating with children and their parents.

Factors predictive of effective communication between physicians and patients/parents are the perception of interest, caring, warmth, responsiveness and empathy. [22]

Empathy is the ability to put oneself in another’s place, including the ability to feel and experience the situation that person faces. An empathic reaction conveys three main messages to a child: “I care how you feel,” “I am trying to understand how you feel,” and “It is all right to feel as you do.” This approach focuses on the child’s feelings, as well as the physician’s attentiveness. [23]

Patients undergoing surgery and their parents often want answers to seemingly “minor” questions. [24]

The expected duration of the surgery, the amount of hair to be removed, the location and length of the incision and bandages, location and purpose of intravenous lines and other assorted tubes, and the child's likely appearance after the procedure are sources of concern that, although routine for practitioners, should be prospectively addressed.

Parents consistently state that they need more and clearer information about their children's health
status, particularly in the setting of chronic or terminal illness. Parents of chronically ill children want more information about the child's condition, its treatment, and its long-term implications; they want that information to be shared with them as soon as it is known.

Parents want advice about their child's behavior and development, genetic implications of the child's condition, and social contact with families in similar situations. They would like someone, preferably the physician, to provide oversight of the long-term care plan, including an opportunity for advance care planning and execution of advance directives. They want their views and concerns factored into the care plan and to be treated like partners (and often experts) in their child's care. [18]

At its core, child health decision making is family-centered decision making. Parents and children themselves are more satisfied and adherence to the treatment regimen is enhanced when the child is addressed in information gathering and in the creation of the treatment plan. However, parents want to be involved in the decision regarding how their children are informed about their health conditions. It is, therefore, important to understand the preexisting parent-child relationship, the family's cultural and idiosyncratic values, and the developmental needs of the child, including the desire to participate in his or her own care plan. Simultaneously, determination of the parents’ perspectives on providing information to the child is imperative. It is important for parents to understand that research demonstrates improved adherence to the plan and resultant health outcomes when the child is treated as a partner. [18]
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1. Check what the parents know.
2. Assess what the parents want to know: Some parents want to know every little fact and detail about their child’s condition. Others simply want a prescription and an assurance that all will be well. It is important to assess the parents’ desires, and communicate accordingly.
3. Assess understanding: Understanding can be improved by giving time to absorb, and by repetition. At the end of the consultation, the parents can be asked to repeat some information, to ensure it has been understood.
4. Listening skills: A quiet room, lack of interruptions, provision of chairs for the parents, sitting at an appropriate distance, good eye contact etc., are helpful to enhance listening and learning from the parents.
5. Build confidence and tell the truth: accept what the parents say, without judging it. Some suggestions for future care improve their confidence that they will be able to manage the situation. Giving false hope is wrong, but we can give information in a positive manner.
6. Speak simple and clear: Explaining things in simple, clear, and direct language is very important. Clarity and directness are particularly important with parents of low comprehension abilities.
7. Demonstrate empathy.

Conclusions

The physicians’ ability to communicate effectively is the key to a successful relationship between a patient and a doctor. The current state of the health care system requires increased clinical efficacy and less time for each patient, which may impede the quality of communication between the patient and the physician. The use of a patient-centered approach, empathy, shared decision-making improves the relationship between patient and physician, the effectiveness of therapy and increased adherence to prescribed treatment in oncology, obstetrics, gynecology and pediatrics.
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